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Being unconquerable lies with yourself, being conquerable lies with the enemy

 – Sun Tzu, Art of War

Introduction
Do you think that if Pakistan were to use all its 50 nuclear bombs against India 

and kill 100 million people, India would be deterred from finishing Pakistan? Or, 

if the Lashkar-e-Tayyeba were to threaten New Delhi with a nuclear bomb based 

on designs illicitly received from the notorious A Q Khan, would India withdraw 

from Kashmir to appease them? Supposing China was to threaten India with 

nuclear extinction, do you think India would agree to let them take Assam? In 

this article, I have a message for those who will not go to war for fear of a nuclear 

war. Further, this article builds atop conventional principles of nuclear deterrence 

and bases its premise on the theory that the traditional theories such as first and 

second strike capabilities have focussed too narrowly on the role of nuclear wars 

and nuclear winters, but have not adequately considered the role of conventional 

warfare within the circumambulation of mutually assured destruction (MAD) and 

massive retaliation.1

An Indian nuclear scientist speaking at a seminar at Harvard University, 

claimed that all India needed against China was a bomb or two to deter it — that 

China would be unable to tolerate the death of half a million or one million people; 

therefore, he argued, India needed no further military nuclear programme2. He is 

not alone in his perspective, since numerous theorists share identical sentiments. 

Moralism abounds in India. However, I cannot believe that such moralists are 

realists. Moreover, there is a problem with scientists taking on responsibility 
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for security without having the proper background 

and training. Apparently, no one has told them that 

China killed and starved 36 million people under Mao 

Tse-tung without batting an eyelid3, let alone its oft-

mentioned genocide in Tibet;4 China has displaced 

an estimated 5.3 million people and sunk 15 cities to 

construct its Three Gorges Dam.5 And this China is 

going to be concerned about one million people dying 

by a nuclear attack? Though no one can deny that we 

need scientific input in nuclearisation, Bharat Karnad 

asserts that “scientists in general tried too often to 

influence policies they did not understand.”6

Various scholars have argued for a minimum 

deterrence capability raging between 12 to 200 

atomic bombs7, compared to India’s supposed 

arsenal ranging from 50 to 400 atomic bombs8. 

However, the main issue cannot be the number of bombs but their damage 

inflicting capability. For instance, India possesses atomic bombs largely of the 

Hiroshima size of 5 kilotons9; but China’s 500-old bombs consist of sizes that 

range up to 1 megaton and beyond and include hydrogen bombs. In addition, 

India’s technological development is far behind that of China’s10, even though the 

two nations emerged as independent nations around the same time in 1947-48. 

Thus, China is sitting pretty, in full knowledge of the fact that India’s deterrence 

is insufficient, even if it is well implemented, though the implementation and 

deployment issue is still shrouded in secrecy11. Consequently, ‘minimum 

deterrence’ for unacceptable damage vis-à-vis China cannot mean anything 

less than a sufficient second-strike capability that is as powerful as China’s full 

nuclear capabilities, at least so long as a godless Communist Party rules China 

that does not use reason like god-fearing, peace-loving nations. 

Thus, there are other issues beyond rational thinking that come into play 

when we look at the spectrum of nuclear deterrence and conventional warfare that 

this paper explores. The approach that minimal nuclear deterrence is effective in 

stopping conventional war is a theorem that has often been disputed; even the 

concept of inflicting “unacceptable damage” on the opponent is debated because 

the amount of unacceptability comes into question.12 Where nations are willing to 

fight on till the “last drop of blood is shed,” there may be no limit to “unacceptable 

damage.” The essential factor of courage, emotions, and tempers has been 
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overlooked in war and nuclear deterrence. In 

addition, nuclear brinkmanship can be taken to new 

extremes, and perhaps to more abstruse, enigmatic, 

and perplexing levels than strategies in chess, which 

are known to be complex. In the writer’s opinion, 

too much of the rationalisation of deterrence has 

been created by psychologists, political scientists, 

diplomats, politicians, and international relations’ 

theorists, who may seldom have ever held a gun, 

let alone fire one. The prospect of nuclear stability 

must also be looked at from the perspective of those 

who have to fight the wars on the ground, and who 

have a strategically thinking warrior’s bent of mind 

plus a grasp of realpolitik.13

Philosophy of Nuclear Deterrence
The main philosophy of nuclear deterrence is that 

the nation at the other end is going to shudder at 

the threat of nuclear attack. The entire principle 

of deterrence is premised on the game “chicken,” 

where the less courageous blinks first and avoids a head-on collision.14 The 

principle is further pivoted on fear overtaking a nation. But, soldiers are taught to 

overcome fear and “fight till their noble death” when so commanded. Thus, I think 

that deterrence affects primarily the political leaders of nations by working on their 

fears and weaknesses. The theory of deterrence further takes from legal deterrence 

where punishment is supplied with an aim to deter future legal violations.15,16 

This approach is the hallmark of the rational choice theory, which espouses that 

humans are reasoning actors who make rational decisions to minimise harm to 

themselves while optimising the means and ends, costs and benefits, especially in 

relation to the prospects of crime. The final aim of the rational choice theory is to 

create disincentives for the commissioning of crime.17 

Nuclear deterrence also derives from psychological deterrence (a branch of 

behavioural psychology), which seeks to control actions by fear of punishment, 

and which has fashioned the criminal justice system in various countries.18 It is 

interesting that the whole concept of nuclear deterrence sprang from legal and 

psychological deterrence that were meant to deter crime among individuals and 

societies. For nuclear deterrence to work, Party A must understand the thinking 
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and behaviour of Party B to call the shots; and there must be complete certainty 

with absolutely no place for ambiguity.19 In addition, nuclear deterrence is based 

on the principle of rationale choice, where a common sense fear of destruction and 

sense for survival overweighs the desire for exerting control. Inasmuch as the world 

we live in is not ideal, the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence is also not a formula 

or equation. Typically, chaos and unintegrated actions govern wars and battles in 

contrast to information and certainty. While we may seek to prepare schedules 

and rules for war operations, nothing in military operations goes according to 

schedule and little can follow rules when death stares soldiers in the face. At the 

last moment, unpredicted actions and reactions spring from the infinite mind that 

pervades humans.

Now that so many nations have nuclear weapons,20 with another 30 

planning to have one in the next ten years according to Mohammed El Baradei 

of the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency), and another 20 capable of 

developing some type of nuclear deterrent, these nuclear bombs are headed 

towards becoming all too commonplace.21 Some will probably even argue that 

nuclear weapons among more nations create a more stable and conflict-free 

world. But, as happens with any commodity that becomes plentiful in supply, 

and, thus, loses its economic value, so is it becoming with nuclear weapons, let 

alone if more nations possess them. Therefore, while the rationality of mutually 

assured destruction might prevent rival nations from using nuclear weapons 

after various rounds of threats and counter-threats, the value of nuclear 

deterrence in preventing conventional warfare could be diminished, with an 

ever-increasing risk to nuclear escalation if nuclear deterrence is unstable. 

Consequently, the truth is that total security premised on nuclear weapons 

cannot endure in the long run in a world where every nation fears some enemy 

or the other. Hence, the motivation to resort to conventional warfare will be all 

too high when nations find their rivalries are not being resolved, which is why 

conventional wars will logically continue to take place. In addition, no nation 

is totally secure, and all security is temporary, and all nations are subject 

to unstable rivalries. What’s more, the mere possession of nuclear weapons 

may embolden either rival, especially the weaker one, to engage in military 

adventurism, resting safe in the belief that its opponent will not escalate 

conventional war beyond a reasonable limit. What happens in such cases is 

that nuclear deterrence—both stable and unstable—may deter nuclear nations 

from using nuclear weapons, but needn’t deter them from using conventional 

weapons.
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Inoperability of Nuclear Deterrence
Inoperability of nuclear deterrence is defined as the 

non-use of an explicit threat when the potential 

to apply one exists. For example, the USA did 

not use any nuclear threat against China when it 

intervened on the side of North Korea during the 

1951-53 War; it is clear that nuclear deterrence 

was inoperative during the Soviet invasions of 

Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968, and 

Afghanistan in 1979; it has been inoperative in 

coercing China out of Tibet; and was inoperative 

against Russia when Russia continued to supply 

conventional weapons to Vietnam. Direct nuclear 

threats have not been applied by China in making 

Taiwan relinquish sovereignty; neither did China 

use any nuclear threat against Vietnam during 

the 1978 border war; the United Kingdom did not 

use a nuclear threat against Argentina during the 

Falklands War of 1982; the United States did not 

threaten the Taliban with nuclear annihilation in 

the wake of 9/11; more so, the United States never 

threatened Iraq with nuclear bombardment in the 1991 and 2003 Gulf Wars, 

relying instead on superior conventional forces to subdue Iraq; and, Israel has 

never threatened its neighbours with nuclear retaliation even while the whole 

world believes that Israel possesses nuclear weapons. The Cuban missile crisis 

did not invoke direct nuclear threats by either the USA or USSR, though strategists 

and planners “imagined” possible underlying threats and playedout different 

scenarios. The USA and Russia steered clear of explicit nuclear threats during the 

entire four decades of the Cold War,22 feeling safer with keeping the nuclear issue 

under the rug rather than ratcheting up reactions that could escalate. The 1967 

and 1973 Arab-Israeli Wars did not attract nuclear threats by the USSR, though 

the USSR did threaten to come to the military assistance of Egypt.23 China did 

not threaten the USSR during the 1969 Ussuri river stand-off. And, China is not 

threatening any neighbour nation over the spats over the Spratly Islands. In no 

ongoing modern war has nuclear threat or nuclear deterrence been significant. 

Moreover, the no-first strike philosophy adopted by nuclear nations24 further 

devalues the principle of nuclear deterrence for preventing conventional wars.25 
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It is not easy to apply and follow through on a nuclear threat, since how the 

opponent reacts to that threat is uncertain. It is not an easy game to play, and 

perhaps more difficult to learn how to play it. What if a charged opponent reacts 

irrationally and uses its own nuclear weapons against the threat in an anticipatory 

first strike? If a nuclear threat is ignored and there is no follow-through, then the 

threat was hollow. Hence, nuclear nations have been very cautious in applying 

nuclear threats.

Applied Deterrence
It is a moot question whether the existence of nuclear weapons actually deterred 

the occurrence of conventional war. Applied deterrence is defined here as an 

explicit threat given by one nation to another. While operative when the USSR 

threatened France with a nuclear strike during the 1956 Suez Crisis,26 the threat 

did not deter France, while the objectives of the Anglo-French-Israeli invasion 

were achieved. It is also debatable whether the possession of nuclear weapons by 

a weak nuclear weapon state ever was the direct cause of deterring a stronger one 

from invasion (except possibly in the case of India-Pakistan in 1999 and 2002, as 

we shall discuss later). Western international relations theorists have generally 

developed a well-known principle that no nuclear nation should go to war with 

another nuclear nation for its own well-being and survival, especially when 

other options are open and alternative ideas of coexistence can be conceived27. 

The USA, China, and Russia have never had legal or moral excuses or reasons 

to invade each other on a large scale, and wishes and war games, it should be 

understood, should not be mistaken for reasons. Currently, though, the USA is 

carrying on cross-border operations across the Afghanistan border into Pakistan, 

a nuclear nation, and it still remains to be seen how that will play out. Thus, 

whether the nuclear weapons of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 

prevented a larger conventional Soviet Army from moving into Europe can never 

be answered, only conjectured. It is known that the USA had adopted a strategy 

of first-strike against the USSR if the Warsaw Pact were to as much as step across 

the international border.28 Whether the USA would have followed through on 

that threat or not is open to discussion, but it did seek to impress that on the 

USSR by implicit means, rather than explicit. The same goes for deciding whether 

it was nuclear threats from the USA that prevented the USSR from conquering 

neighbouring nations in the post-World War II period. Recall that, to the contrary, 

the USSR had unilaterally withdrawn from South Korea and northern Iran, and 

had returned Manchuria to China for goodwill, though it got stabbed in the back 
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later after Mao flip-flopped in the Bay of Pigs episode29. We should consider that 

neither Russia nor the USA wanted war during the Cold War period. Moreover, it 

is possible to imagine that China is restrained from exercising force in the current 

days against any nation for fear of reprisal from the international community 

rather than nuclear retaliation. So, there is no proof to the argument that nuclear 

weapons have actually deterred war.

It is very likely that nuclear weapons emboldened China during the 1969 

Ussuri river stand-off; Pakistan has probably been emboldened by its new-

found nuclear weapons capacity to carry on a continuous campaign to bleed 

India by a thousand cuts in Kashmir; North Korea is probably emboldened by 

its nuclear capacity to flip-flop on agreements in the six-nation talks; and Iran’s 

nuclear confidence emboldens it to thumb its nose at the West. The USA was 

emboldened by its nuclear prowess to prepare immensely for a first-strike against 

the numerically superior Warsaw Pact forces. But, it must be made clear that 

being emboldened does not substitute for making an applied threat, and should 

not be mistaken for the same thing. When a nation is emboldened, it plays on 

the fears and imagination of its enemy without making an applied threat. The 

nation ‘allows’ its enemy to think that there may be nuclear retaliation for any 

escalation. This is quite a tough game to play, since it can never be ascertained 

how it will play out. The message is that large nations need to depend on none 

other than themselves for their own defence and security.

Only nuclear nations had the wherewithal to attack nuclear weapon states, 

so there aren’t many data points where the actual operability of nuclear weapons 

can be said to be statistically significant. To the contrary, all data point (except 

possibly one) point conclusively to the uselessness of nuclear weapons in 

protecting anything. Moreover, one swallow (a data point as in the case of India-

Pakistan in 1999-2002)30 never made a summer. While nuclear weapons have 

only succeeded in making the world a potentially more dangerous place, they 

are something that major nations simply cannot do without31— that is about all 

we can conclusively say after 60 years of nuclear weapons history. 

Faith and Rationality in Nuclear Deterrence
Compounding these trends is the attempt by the United States to build a ballistic 

missile defence system, in abrogation of the 1972 US-Soviet Anti-Ballistic Missile 

(ABM) Treaty that sought to limit defence missile sites to two sites of 100 

interceptors each, which are obviously insufficient to defend either country against 

all possible nuclear and conventional attacks.32 Of course, the US abrogation came 
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in the light of concerns regarding the Chinese military build-ups, and only after 

the former Soviet Union had first made clear to the US that it reserved the right 

to abrogate the 1972 ABM Treaty.33 Consequently, the US is signalling that it has 

lost faith in nuclear deterrence altogether, finding that even the principle of MAD 

(mutually assured destruction) may not work with an irrational and insane leader, 

such as of some rogue nation, and recognising that an insane leader might become 

the leader of Russia. This is not altogether without foundation, since Vladimir 

Putin has renounced Russia’s former no first-use policy34. Hence, it is possible to 

understand the USA’s reliance on a missile defence system in Europe to protect 

itself. Thus, nuclear deterrence is not a foolproof system, nor can it be reduced to a 

perfect science, since it follows entirely from psychological and behavioural states 

of mind; various stances of aggressiveness or timidity; and multiple confluences 

of fear, culture, and internal politics. It is impossible to believe that the method of 

handling deterrence by any one nation can be adopted by another, since nations 

and leaders have different personalities and operate under varying circumstances. 

In addition, all threat situations are different, much like battlefields, where no 

two battlefields are identical and the tactics for every battle are always unique. 

Therefore, it has often been repeated that nations today cannot adopt the deterrent 

strategies of the Cold War nor can nations of the East adopt strategies used by 

the West and Russia.35, 36 Even the technologies available for wars have changed 

dramatically since then, indicating that new thinking is necessary.

It can be recognised that the eventualities and permutations/combinations 

of the behaviour of leaders are many, while the existence of irrationality or 

supra-rationality in a leader’s mind immediately trashes nuclear deterrence in 

the dustbin, nuclear deterrence being based on rational choice. It is also useful 

to keep in perspective that deterrence is a psychological strength-of-mind 

game where the rules are few and the uncertainties plenty. When irrationality 

and insanity are brought into the equation, the concept of deterrence dissolves 

very quickly. Moreover, leaders can pretend to be irrational and insane, to the 

extent that they make their adversaries believe they are irrational and insane, so 

as to possibly prevent the adversary from invading, though the real, inside story 

may be different. In fact, “[N]uclear deterrence fails when there are risk-takers 

on both sides and when leaders are irrational.”37 It is not impractical to think 

that irrational leaders may emerge; in fact, the world’s history is testimony to 

irrational kings and rulers. Yet again, not all irrationality is negative: those who 

use a supra-rationality38 cannot be made to fit into simple jackets of rationality. 

A supra-rationality can be both productive and realistic, but one that discards 
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conventional wisdom of rationality.39 Thus, 

it is difficult to explain the vast combinations 

of applications of rationality, irrationality and 

supra-rationality under the spectre of a nuclear 

threat, much as in conventional war, but it can 

only be acknowledged that there are known 

unknowns and unknown unknowns.

Minimum Unacceptable Damage
How much or how less is minimum unacceptable 

damage? Numerous scientists and analysts 

have claimed that the minimum unacceptable 

damage is really only a few bombs.40 This is 

being too naïve, too unrealistic. How much 

torture does a prisoner need before he sings? 

The tolerance level of individuals and nations 

is different from individual to individual and 

nation to nation. Communist, dictatorial 

nations tend to be more irrational and stubborn 

than democracies by virtue of their stiff stance 

and authoritarian organisation. Kim Jong Il is a typical contemporary example 

of an irrational leader who has the US spinning in confusion year after year. It 

can, thus, be concluded that they require greater levels of threat to scare them 

than others. What works to deter India may not work to deter China, and so on. 

Some have a low tolerance level  and swoon at the sight of blood; others get 

more emboldened and determined when they see blood and death. The factor 

of insult, loss of face, and pride must figure in tolerance levels. For instance, 

Pakistan felt compelled to ‘answer’ India’s 1998 explosions because, I believe, 

they perceived themselves as being perceived as weak if they did not undertake 

explosions of their own. Hence, to understand the least number of bombs 

that will deter a nation, it is necessary to read the mind of the opponent, not 

theorise on one’s own moral principles and levels of tolerance. As a result, when 

reading the opponent’s mind is difficult and fraught with uncertainties, it is a 

safe approach to aim to possess as much damage capability as he possesses. If 

Nation A thinks that the number of nuclear bombs it has is sufficient to cause 

unacceptable damage, then anything less in the hands of the opponent will 

be dismissed as not quite strong enough, or else considered a weak defence. 
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Security can seldom be taken for granted in this regard or argued away on a 

flimsy theory or moral ground. The only reality we can believe in is the reality 

on the ground, while all the intellectuals can debate for as long as they like. It is 

also wrong to be lulled into thinking that the modern world of high technology 

and good economy is going to put a stop to all wars. It is necessary to realise 

that war, like death, is not only a reality, it is a certainty.

Nations that are short on resources may tend to rationalise and argue for a 

lower deterrence level, so that funds can be expended on civilian projects such 

as schools, parks, and water. While no one argues against the need for schools, 

parks, and water, I must assert that asking for low deterrence levels is much 

like asking for demilitarisation so as to have only defensive forces, forgetting 

that the best defence is usually the best offence. Jeremy Stocker also cautions 

against minimalistic deterrence.41 Unless an enemy realises that it will be an 

eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, the real fear does not convincingly sink 

in, and deterrence doesn’t have teeth in such situations. In a world where only 

real security permits sovereignty to persist, expenditure for civilian projects 

before assuring expenditure for military projects is like putting the cart before 

the horse.42 In the circumstances of India, where hostile nations surround it, 

any neglect of military and nuclear strength is at its own peril. However, once 

credible and stable deterrence is achieved, the use of nuclear weapons is not 

necessary. This does not mean that nuclear deterrence is not necessary, since a 

vulnerable nation will, thus, be setting itself up for catastrophe by disarming, but 

only that stable nuclear deterrence is a necessary evil.43 Hence, the minimum 

unacceptable damage that Nation A should ideally plan for Nation B can be 

nothing less than what B thinks will bring A down to its knees. This would be 

thinking as the enemy does, which has the intrinsic characteristic of upsetting 

and deterring the enemy.

Conclusion
The threat of the use of nuclear weapons, when called, must not stop India from 

defending its interests against the aggressions and transgressions of Pakistan 

or China. In addition, it is realistic and necessary for India to aim to develop a 

nuclear arsenal on par with China, an effort that is not as expensive as some 

may make it out to be. The needs for India’s survival as a race — of numerous 

independent religions that are dominant in India — require that the threat of 

nuclear deterrence not deter India from defending its pride and territory. The 

situation on the subcontinent is unstable, and conventional deterrence through 
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strategic deterrence is unrealistic, especially if a 

courageous leader arrives to the fore in India. The 

increase in conventional disputes since India and 

Pakistan became de facto nuclear powers around 

1990, and again since they became overt nuclear 

powers in 1998, is testimony to the fact that the 

possession of nuclear weapons is unable to deter 

conventional war, and may, in fact, increase the 

likelihood of nuclear war. Moreover, nuclear 

deterrence is predicated on rational choice theory, 

but leaders may become irrational, supra-rational, 

or irresponsible. The nuisances that are Pakistan 

and China, by their autocratic regimes that oppress 

their own people, signal unambiguously that they 

both itch for a war with India — China, to occupy 

territories it claims, and Pakistan, to avenge its 1971 

defeat. Since the only strength of an enemy that 

nations inebriated with their own strength will realise is minimum acceptable 

damage on them of an equal calibre as what they can inflict, India must develop 

nuclear capabilities equal to China’s. Moreover, it is logical to believe that nuclear 

threat and deterrence among nuclear nations is a myth whose time has elapsed, 

since mutual nuclear deterrence will not deter conventional warfare among 

aggressive and deep-thinking leaders. 

Note: This article is the first of a two-part series and the subsequent issue 

shall carry the concluding part. 
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